
An industry first

The LAMBDA™ 950/850/650 Series provides a more
convenient and flexible approach to sampling than any
other UV/Vis/NIR and UV/Vis system on the market
today. Users are able to easily change intelligent sampling
modules, and our wide range of accessories reduces the
time-consuming complexity of challenging analyses.
For example, PerkinElmer’s unique new Universal
Reflectance Accessory (URA) dramatically simplifies
absolute reflectance measurements by increasing
automation for a broad range of tough measurements.

Setting the standard for convenience

Improved interchangeability allows sampling modules
to simply snap into place. Each one locks into position,
requiring no adjustment, saving you valuable time and
enabling you to process samples more easily. All key
optical components are protected, maintaining critical
alignment and minimizing non-productive time.
Additionally, the new, easy-to-use UV WinLab™

analytical software with professional workflow
streamlines analyses, making the LAMBDA Series the
most thorough and capable UV/Vis/NIR and UV/Vis
instrument range in the industry.

Engineered with smart flexibility

PerkinElmer has designed the LAMBDA Series to
accommodate a wide variety of samples. The dual
sample compartments, the largest in the industry, offer
multiple options and the versatility to work with diverse
samples. The large compartment/detector modules
can be rapidly changed from a standard transmission
configuration to all of the options necessary in today’s
busy laboratories, including a 150 mm integrating sphere
and a Universal Reflectance Accessory (URA). The
General Purpose Optical Bench (GPOB) with magnetic
optical mounts allows you to create a customized optical
system to handle a wide range of sample types –
including lenses and telescopes – giving your lab
the ultimate in flexibility.

The Universal
Reflectance Accessory
(URA) Only from PerkinElmer

The LAMBDA 950/850/650 Series introduces

a breakthrough in high-sensitivity, absolute

reflectance measurements – the Universal

Reflectance Accessory (URA). The URA

dramatically improves on traditional methods

of testing by automatically and reproducibly

changing the angle with no adjustments to

sample or optics, reducing costs and producing

results faster. Previously, multi-angle analyses

often required three or four conventional

accessories and many manual adjustments.

Sampling angles are selected with a single mouse

click, eliminating time-consuming manual mirror

adjustment. In addition, the sample is simply

placed onto a horizontal sampling plate, avoiding

the inconvenience and damage caused by

vertical clamping.

increased flexibility and convenience
from the world leader in UV/Vis/NIR and UV/Vis
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General Purpose Optical Bench
(GPOB) handles a wide range of
samples – including lenses and
telescopes

• Replaces both compartments,

creating very large sampling area

• Can be configured for custom

optical layouts

• Accommodates large and

awkwardly shaped samples such

as optics, lenses and beamsplitters

Sampling modules require
only seconds to change

• Easily changeable to

accommodate next

sample requirement

• Sample variety will no

longer be a bottleneck

• Broader range of users able

to run different analyses

Universal Reflectance
Accessory (URA)

• Unique to PerkinElmer

• Snap-in module, changes

angle automatically

• No alignment or

adjustment required 

Unmatched sample
compartment size

• Additional room to

mount samples

• More room to work

• Ability to mount polarizers

and depolarizers

Industry’s only dual
sampling compartments

• Snap-in/snap-out for

maximum flexibility

• Compartments are quickly

and easily reconfigured

• Extra space available for

samples, accessories and

large integrating spheres

Tackles difficult transmission
analyses with ease

• High-sensitivity transmission

measurements on liquids

and solids

• Turbid and cloudy samples,

including DNA, proteins

and blood

• Cell changers speed

and simplify multi-sample

measurements

Snap-in integrating
spheres to 150 mm

• 60 mm, 150 mm and

detector sphere modules, 

in addition to specialist

options

• Transmission, eight-degree

reflectance and center

mount capability

• LAMBDATM 650 is the only

instrument in its class

offering a true 150 mm

integrating spheremaximum
versatility

Taking out the transmission module and replacing it with the Universal Reflectance Accessory (URA)

delivering optimal performance.

9+9 Peltier controlled cell changer automates liquid analyses
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